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Historic Apple
Orchards at
Antietam to Be
Planted with
Historic Apples
Nov. 13, 2002-CWI-While the Peach
Orchard at Gettysburg is so famous
that books have been written about
the action there, few remember that
an apple orchard was the scene of
fighting on a similar scale at the battle
of Antietam.
Now the apple orchard will be
replanted, the National Park Service
has announced, with 350 trees. The
varieties being planted, although
historic "heirloom" types, are not the
exact breed that grew on the Piper
family's farm in 1862.
"You can't get the same as then,"
said Joe Calzarette, Antietam's
natural resources manager. The trees
are being supplied by a nursery in
Michigan. Red flags now in the fields
mark the spots where apples tree
seedlings will be placed.
The trees should bear fruit in two
years, Calzarette said. The National
Park Service needs volunteers to
help rangers plant and tend the trees.
The eight apple varieties for the
project are Baldwin, English Russet,
Fornwalder,
Gilpin,
Jeffries,
Maidenblush, McClellan and Northern
Spy. They will be planted on seven
acres of what was a 17 acre farm.
Common apple varieties mentioned in
cookbooks of the 1800s included
pippin, bell-flower, early joe, red
astracan, Spitzenburg, and the
interestingly named "seek-no-further."
Many were bred and cultivated in
small areas and eventually died out,
others did not take well to commercial
cultivation and processing.

The original Piper orchard was
occupied by Confederate troops on
Sept. 17, 1862, when battle broke out
along
Antietam
Creek
near
Sharpsburg. The battle left more than
23,000 dead, wounded or missing,
Calzarette said.
The Piper farmhouse, now a bed and
breakfast, was Confederate Gen.
James Longstreet's headquarters
during part of the battle. It was used
as a hospital for the wounded on both
sides afterward.
"All the artillery men were dead or
wounded. He brought his staff officers
out to man the cannon. Gen.
Longstreet put himself in the line of
fire. He held the reins of officers'
horses and directed the line of fire,"
said Regina Clark, who operates the
Piper house with her husband, Louis
under contract with the park service.
The Don Troiani painting "Battery
Longstreet" depicts Longstreet in the
orchard after he found an unmanned
cannon there, the Hagerstown Herald
Mail reported. The orchard was
destroyed in the fighting and never
replanted.
The orchard restoration is part of
Antietam's general management plan
approved by Congress in 1991.
Courtesy of:
Civil War Interactive: The Daily Newspaper of
the Civil War
www.civilwarinteractive.com

Maryland County
Dangles Big Loan
if Maxwell Returns
for "Last Full
Measure"
Nov. 20, 2002--Washington County,
Maryland,
officials
yesterday
announced that they want Ron
Maxwell to return to film another Civil
War movie there so badly that they're

offering him a $300,000 loan to do so.
The funding would cover preproduction costs such as the writing
of a screenplay for the film.
A minor impediment to Maxwell's
immediate acceptance of the funding
is that there is no assurance yet that
"Last Full Measure" will in fact be
turned into a movie. That decision will
not be made until the tickets have
been counted for "Gods and
Generals" which was also filmed in
the Hagerstown vicinity.
Local officials who made the offer told
the Baltimore Sun that Maxwell is
personally guaranteeing repayment of
the loan. If the movie is actually shot
in western Maryland, half of the
amount will be converted into a grant
meaning it does not have to be
repaid.
Washington County and the city of
Hagerstown went together to offer a
similar loan package before filming
started on "Gods and Generals." The
production, which was filmed in parts
of Maryland, Virginia and West
Virginia, generated $10 million for the
Washington County economy, said
Gregory Snook, president of the
county commissioners.
"Last Full Measure," based on the
historical novel by Jeff Shaara, is the
last of a trilogy begun by his father
Michael with the book "The Killer
Angels." That was released under the
title "Gettysburg" in 1993. The
younger Shaara later wrote "Gods
and Generals" which covers the early
part of the Civil War up to the battle of
Chancellorsville, and "Last Full
Measure" which covers the later
stages of the conflict.
"Gods and Generals" will play briefly
in Los Angeles before the end of the
year to qualify it for Academy Award
consideration.
General
release
nationwide will begin in 1,000
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theaters Feb. 21, said Vic Heutschy,
the film's publicist.
Ted Turner Productions, which
backed the first two Maxwell Civil War
movies, has taken an option on "Last
Full Measure" but is waiting to gauge
the success of the completed film
before deciding whether to proceed
with the third. Maxwell says the
county's loan offer helps increase the
odds of success.
"It improves getting ["Last Full
Measure"] made because it means
we'll have a screenplay soon after the
opening of the ["Gods and Generals"]
movie. With a screenplay you can
have a budget, so a decision on
production can be made more
quickly," Maxwell told The Sun in a
telephone interview from New York.
County commissioners voted 4-1 to
approve the loan. The lone holdout
was Commissioner William Wivell,
who said that while he understands
such projects bring economic benefit
to the county, "my philosophy of
government is we're not into
filmmaking."
Courtesy of:
Civil War Interactive: The Daily Newspaper of
the Civil War
www.civilwarinteractive.com

Confederate statue
might get company
Louisville officials say Union
memorials would add balance
By Bruce Schreiner
The Associated Press
LOUISVILLE
A
century-old
Confederate monument surrounded
by the University of Louisville campus
may someday be flanked by other
memorials more broadly reflecting the
area's Civil War heritage.
U of L trustees unanimously
approved a plan Monday to create a
Freedom Park on a swath of land on
the north end of campus that features

the
towering
monument
to
Confederate war dead.
Blaine Hudson, chairman of U of L's
Department of Pan-African Studies,
said the monument represents only a
portion of the area's Civil War
experience. He noted that thousands
of Union troops, both white and black,
were stationed in Louisville during the
war.
"They were not here as an army of
occupation," he told the trustees.
"They were Union soldiers in a Union
city in a Union state."
Kentucky was a slave state that sent
men to the Federal and Confederate
armies but never seceded from the
Union.
"The point here is not that the
Confederate monument represents a
part of the Civil War experience that
was not factual," Mr. Hudson said.
"It's that the Civil War monument
represents only one relatively small
part of a larger complex of facts.
"What we hope to do with Freedom
Park is to put all the historical
information on the table and develop
an interpretation that reflects as
accurately as possible the totality of
the Civil War and the late Antebellum
experience of this area."
The monument was erected in 1895 30 years after the war - by the
Kentucky Women's Confederate
Monument
Association.
The
monument sits on city property and
bisects two busy streets cutting
through campus.
The monument features two soldiers
on either side of its base and is
topped by another soldier holding a
rifle.
An inscription says the monument
was dedicated as a "Tribute to the
Rank and File of the Armies of the
South" and "To Our Confederate
Dead." It also features the seal of the
Confederate States of America.

Through the years, some students
and faculty expressed unease about
the monument's presence near the
heart of Belknap campus, said Larry
Owsley, U of L vice president for
finance and administration.
Trustee Nathaniel Green, who is
black, praised how the 21,000student university has handled what
could have been a controversial
situation.
"Apparently we have taken on the
approach of working together to
resolve history's dilemmas, and I
think that's the appropriate way a
university should be functioning," he
said.
For decades, the monument was
away from the U of L campus, Mr.
Owsley said. As the university grew,
the campus eventually surrounded
the monument.
The monument itself will remain
untouched on one corner of the
property
that
will
encompass
Freedom Park, Mr. Owsley said.
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"We are going to respect the
monument for what it is - a monument
to Confederate soldiers who died
during the war," he said.
The city owns one tip of the
triangular-shaped property and the
fringes of the planned park. The
university owns the rest. City and
university
leaders
have
been
discussing the venture, Mr. Owsley
said.
The plan calls for a plaza envisioned
to include a statue and other exhibits
to commemorate the struggle for
freedom, Mr. Owsley said.
A group of faculty and administrators
will be formed to carry out plans for
the park, he said. The group will help
decide the design for the sculpture
and raise private funds to hire an
artist.
The park also would encompass an
existing playhouse that could be used
as a forum for performing arts and
lectures, he said. The playhouse was
built in 1874 and was moved to its
current site in 1980.
Other facets of the park would include
historical markers as well as a
battlefield memorial dotted by trees
transplanted from such Civil War
battle sites as Antietam, Shiloh and
Chickamauga, Mr. Owsley said.
Plans are to dedicate the park on
Jan. 20 - Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
The university also decided Monday
to remove the name Confederate
Place from a one-block street near
the Confederate monument and
rename it Unity Place, effective Jan.
1, Mr. Owsley said. The one-way
street runs past several fraternity and
sorority houses.
Mr. Owsley said the new name
reflected a consensus among
students, faculty and administrators.

What Has Dixon
Got in His
Pockets? Precious
Jewelry Found in
Hunley Excavation
Nov. 18, 2002--It was amazing but
not completely unexpected when a
warped, bent-up $20 gold piece was
found in the clothing of Lt. George
Dixon
when
the
Confederate
submarine Hunley was recovered.
Dixon was known to carry the coin as
a lucky piece after it stopped a bullet
at Shiloh.
But what exactly was Dixon doing
carrying around a fortune in diamond
and gold jewelry on a top secret
military mission?
Researchers going through the block
of silt that holds the remains of the
Hunley's captain announced last
week that they had discovered, under
his right thigh bone, a small cloth
wrapped around two ornate items.
One, a ring, had nine diamonds on it.
The other, a decorative item known
as a brooch, had 37 diamonds. On
both, the gems are mounted in high
quality gold.
Further complicating matters is that
under the standards prevailing at the
time, either item could be worn by
either a man or a woman. Experts
from the Smithsonian Institution are
now researching 19th-century jewelry
customs to explore the possibilities,
the Charleston Post & Courier
reported.
Jesse Woods of Barry's Jewelers in
North Charleston, who has examined
both pieces, doesn't think they were
made by the same person, but said
they probably were meant for the
same person because of their similar

style. "Both of them are showy," he
said.
The ring is made of gold, possibly 18
or 24 carat, and has nine diamonds one half-carat diamond surrounded
by eight smaller ones that total about
half a carat. The diamonds are high
quality and cut in the style known as
"old mine." The place of origin of the
stones is unknown.
"From Russia to Africa," Woods said
when asked where they could have
come from. The style is similar to a
ring known in the jewelry industry
today as a "Kentucky Colonel,"
Woods added, meaning it is flashy
and ornate. The ring appears to be of
English origin so was probably
imported. It's about a size six, and
there is also a cut mark in the band,
indicating that it was sized to fit. The
ring today would cost more than
$1,500 retail, not including its
historical value, Woods estimated.
The gold brooch, which is about the
size of a nickel, has 37 diamonds:
one in the middle surrounded by six
smaller ones, which are surrounded
by 30 smaller diamonds. The total
weight of diamonds is about 2 carats
and would cost about $3,000 today,
Woods said.
At this early stage of the discovery
speculation runs gleefully rampant. It
is possible the ring and brooch were
Dixon's and that he simply had a flair
for the ornate. Historians already
suspect Dixon, in his 20s, liked the
finer things in life, given the quality of
the clothing he wore in the sub.
"This man, George Dixon, was
dressed
for
destiny,"
Hunley
Commission
Chairman
Glenn
McConnell said at a news conference
announcing the find. "It puts George
Dixon in that category of one of the
last cavaliers."
Archaeologist Maria Jacobsen said
the jewelry pieces were found
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wrapped between two layers of cloth
as if for "safekeeping." They were
resting beneath Dixon's right thigh
bone, which meant they probably
were kept in a jacket or maybe a
pants pocket.
If the jewelry wasn't for Dixon's own
use, the next theory goes, perhaps
they were intended as gifts for his
lady friend Queenie Bennett, the one
who gave him the gold coin lucky
piece.
"If that's a female pin, he expected to
see her again," McConnell said. The
crew of the Hunley after all expected
to return in triumph after striking a
blow at the hated Union blockade
fleet.
A third possibility, somewhat less
romantic, is that Dixon had quite
sensibly converted whatever wealth
he had into a more portable and
secure form. With the war going badly
in 1864 inflation was rampant in the
South. Economists note that "hard
assets" such as gold and jewelry are
always used as a sort of savings
account in an inflationary economy
since their value goes up while that of
paper currency goes down.
The ring and brooch were discovered
this late in the project because much
of the contents of the Hunley had to
be "block-lifted" out of the sub in tight
muddy bricks. Archaeologists are
now sifting through more than 40
blocks looking for personal items,
clothing and bone matter.
Officials hope to bury all eight Hunley
crewmen sometime next fall. The
jewelry will eventually join the $20
gold piece on display at the Hunley
lab where the investigation continues,
and eventually a new Hunley
museum.
Courtesy of:
Civil War Interactive: The Daily Newspaper of
the Civil War
www.civilwarinteractive.com

Meade Family
Goes Attic-ToCellar for Auction:
Bring Money
Nov. 27, 2002--Alderfer Auctions of
Hatfield, Pennsylvania will be the
scene of a massive auction Dec. 12
of artifacts related to Gen. George
Meade,
his
ancestors
and
descendants. Items to be offered
range from Meade's commissions as
major and brigadier general to a cap
button
from
the
Christian
Commission.
In a news release, Alderfer says
"These items have remained in the
possession of direct descendants of
the Meade family for over a century
and represent one of the largest
related archives not held by a
government or private institution."
The auction will include some 550
lots, some individual items such as a
case ("grandfather") clock dated circa
1805 to collections of a dozen or
more photographs, most of Civil War
participants. Many of the latter are of
people of colonel's rank and below,
many killed in the battle of
Gettysburg.
Letters and documents being offered
include some signed by Abraham
Lincoln, Secretary of War Edwin
Stanton, and members of the Meade
family. Many of the photographs are
signed by the person pictured.
Also included are a number of rare
artifacts connected to the 6th
Pennsylvania Cavalry, including two
pennons or "cavalry-style" flags. The
unit was one of the last to use
European-style lances as offensive
weapons.
The
auction
house
estimate on the pennons is $2500 to
$3000 each.

A large number of books are being
sold, virtually all relating to the Civil
War or military subjects in general.
Various correspondence with dates
covering three centuries will be
offered, including letters to and from
Meade's father "Honest" George
Meade, who was serving as
American ambassador to Spain at the
time of the future general's birth.
Correspondence that might be of
particular interest to Meade historians
includes correspondence by his son
George Jr. to a number of people and
newspapers to counter what he
considered criticism of his father's
performance in the war, particularly
after the battle of Gettysburg.
Furniture and other household items
are also featured. Some of the items
can only be described as oddities,
such as one the catalog describes as
a "Plaster Eagle Statue.. Large
plaster, wood, and horse hair statue
of spread-winged eagle looking right
mounted on a rectangular base, 80"
w., 90" t. 15" d." The estimate placed
on this treasure by the auction house
is given as "$400-600".
Estimates are for the sale price only
and do not include any expense for
rental of moving van to haul such an
item, nor the cost of building an
addition to one's house to hold it.
Those interested in further details can
call Alderfer’s at 215-393-3000.
Alderfer Auction Center is located at
501 Fairgrounds Road, Hatfield, PA.
30 minutes from Philadelphia. An
online catalog of the complete list of
lots can be seen at Meade Auction
Catalog.
Courtesy of:
Civil War Interactive: The Daily Newspaper of
the Civil War
www.civilwarinteractive.com
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Cluster of
Battlefields to Get
Two Visitors
Centers (For Now)
Nov. 29, 2002--Trying to provide
visitor information in an area that
includes, by some counts, as many
as thirteen battlefields is enough of a
challenge that, at least for now, two
sites are going to be provided for Civil
War tourists in the Shenandoah
Valley.
The first, to serve the area known as
the "Winchester battlefields cluster",
will be set up as a subsection inside
the Winchester-Frederick County
Visitor Center on South Pleasant
Valley Road. While the main room
continues to provide material on all
sorts of recreational and similar
venues, one portion of the area will
be strictly Civil War oriented.
A second interim center will be at
Shenandoah University’s FairfaxCameron Building at 20 S. Cameron
St., the home of the university’s
Historical and Tourism Center.
Both centers would operate at the
same time, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
The Shenandoah Valley Battlefields
Foundation devised the "cluster"
system to help people cope with the
large number of wartime actions that
took place in the upper Shenandoah
Valley. In some cases multiple battles
took place in the same town,
sometimes on the same land, months
or years apart as part of different
campaigns entirely.
For example, the battlefields included
in the Winchester cluster are First,
Second, and Third Winchester; Cool
Spring; and First and Second
Kernstown.

The remaining clusters in the
Shenandoah
Valley
Battlefields
National
Historic
District
are
McDowell, Port Republic/Cross Keys,
New Market, and Toms Brook/Fishers
Hill/Cedar Creek. Those are the fights
that will be featured at the university's
space.
A management plan for the five
clusters calls for each one to
eventually have a local orientation
center, chosen by the cluster
partners.
The recent authorization of a new
national
park
to
cover
the
Shenandoah Valley battlefield areas
is not expected to impact the visitors
center decisions for some years. The
legislation authorizing the park did not
include any funding, meaning that
local officials will continue to be on
their own resources for some time to
come.
Courtesy of:
Civil War Interactive: The Daily Newspaper of
the Civil War
www.civilwarinteractive.com

Mary Custis Lee
Luggage Turns Up
in Bank Vault After
84 Years
Nov. 26, 2002--She was the daughter
of Robert E. Lee, the closest thing the
South had to royalty. Like many white
Southern women after the war, she
never married. Instead, she became
a world traveler.
Now two steamer trunks that
accompanied her travels have turned
up after being thought lost since
shortly after her death. It seems that
they were put in the vault of a bank in
Alexandria that Mary Custis Lee used
as her mailing address during the
years of her travels and residence
abroad.

The discovery came to light after
Robert E. L. deButts Jr. started
researching on the life of his greatgreat aunt for an article for the
magazine of the Historical Society of
Virginia. One piece of information he
came across was the fact that Lee's
luggage was put in a vault at a bank
after her death Nov. 22, 1918.
deButts was sure that this had to be
the Burke & Herbert Bank & Trust
Company of Alexandria, because of
Lee's long connection with the
institution. He contacted the bank to
see if they had any record of what
had happened to the trunks or their
contents.
To his amazement the trunks
themselves were found in the "silver
vault" under the bank.
"It's an old fashioned bank and proud
of it," deButts told the Richmond
Times-Dispatch. "Any other bank
would have thrown them away years
ago."
Now the trunks have been placed on
loan with the Virginia Historical
Society. The group's president,
Charles F. Bryan Jr., was more than
impressed.
"We're just stunned by this find,"
Bryan told the newspaper. "It will take
two or three years for our archivists to
process and preserve the collection"
of materials in the trunks. "But when
their work is finished we could have
some new insight of [Robert E.] Lee
and his family."
Mary Custis Lee's life and activities
may be worth studying in their own
behalf, regardless of her ancestry or
relatives. So far deButts has looked
through some loose materials in the
trunks, mostly items such as small
souvenirs, hotel stationery, and
picture post cards.
More important are two journals Lee
kept during her travels, which have
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not yet been examined. deButts said
he looked at them only briefly.
"All I know from looking at her
journals," he said, "was that her
handwriting was really bad."
Other sources agree that Mary Custis
Lee was hardly a model of genteel
Southern womanhood of the period.
Anne
Carter
Zimmer,
another
descendant of the family who
interviewed elderly family members
for their recollections, wrote in The
Robert E. Lee Family Cooking and
Housekeeping Book that Mary was
called "a loose horse," by some
relatives because "she went where
she wanted, when she wanted to."
"Although all the Lee ladies found
themselves behind shifting enemy
lines during the war," Carter wrote,
"the others crossed back as quickly
as possible. Aunt Mary, however,
ensconced herself at Cedar Grove,
the Stuart cousins' plantation, and
refused to leave. She was completely
cut off from the family, for her father
would not risk his scouts to sending
them for her. When Jeb Stuart sent
soldiers to rescue her, she refused to
budge."
The Historical Society's Bryan said
that the contents of the trunks would
not
be
available
to
outside
researchers until the archivists at the
society had completed their work.
deButts said he had contacted other
members of the family to see if
anyone had further information about
the luggage, but no one seemed to
know that they had ever existed.
Records of Lee's travels could be
highly informative. During a visit to
Istanbul, Carter wrote, Lee reportedly
wanted to visit the Hagia Sophia,
which was a mosque at the time. She
disguised herself as both a Muslim
and a man to make the visit, at a time
when discovery of the truth could

have led to her death as either a
woman or an infidel.
She was not, however, lacking in a
sense of humor. Carter reports that
once when she was not invited to a
grand social event in Germany she
commented aloud that it seemed
strange that the daughter of
America's greatest general had been
omitted from the guest list. The
comment was overheard as intended,
and the next day an invitation to the
party arrived--addressed to "Miss
Grant."
In "The Lee Girls" writer Mary
Coulling described Mary Custis Lee's
last years, after she had ceased
traveling and taken residence at a
boarding
house
in
Lexington:
"Crippled with arthritis, wearing
shabby, ill-fitting black dresses, and
carrying an old-fashioned lace edged
parasol, she hardly resembled the
handsome young woman whom Jeb
Stuart had admired or the strongwilled adventurer who sailed up the
Nile."
Mary Custis was the last of Robert E.
Lee's children to die.
Courtesy of:
Civil War Interactive: The Daily Newspaper of
the Civil War
www.civilwarinteractive.com

Luzerne Bank
Donates to Restore
Gettysburg
Monument
Nov. 25, 2002--William Leandri,
President and CEO of Luzerne
National
Bank,
in
Luzerne,
Pennsylvania has donated $3000 to
Gettysburg National Military Park for
the perpetual care of the 143rd
Pennsylvania
Volunteer
Infantry
Monument along Chambersburg
Pike, on the Gettysburg battlefield.

The monument depicts the regiment's
color bearer, Sgt. Ben Crippen,
holding the flag and shaking his fist in
the direction of the oncoming
Confederate troops of Gen. A. P. Hill
on the morning of the first day of
fighting at Gettysburg. The regiment
had been ordered to retreat in the fact
of the overwhelming numbers
approaching their position.
Crippin was shot just after making the
gesture, an incident witnessed by
English military observer Lt. Col.
Arthur Freemantle who was riding
with Gen. Hill. According to a speech
given the day of the monument's
dedication, Freemantle said:
"A Yankee color bearer floated his
standard in the field and the regiment
fought around it, and when at last it
was obliged to retreat, the color
bearer retreated last of all, turning
around now and then to shake his fist
in the face of the advancing
Confederates. He was shot. General
Hill was sorry when he met his fate."
The donation will provide ongoing
funds needed for the preservation
and maintenance of the monument in
future years, according to a release
from park spokesperson Katie
Lawhon.
A recent business plan for Gettysburg
National Military Park found that the
park is operating with an annual
funding shortfall of 37-percent.
Sufficient funds are not available for
the preservation of historic resources
and to provide education programs
for the public.
"Thoughtful donations such as the
Luzerne National Bank's often
provide the funds needed to
accomplish
vital
preservation
projects," said John Latschar,
Gettysburg Superintendent.
Courtesy of:
Civil War Interactive: The Daily Newspaper of
the Civil War
www.civilwarinteractive.com
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